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ABSTRACT
Today, social media are one of the fastest ways to have access to
information related to several topics. Indeed, a diffused information
on these supports can travel thousands of kilometres in only few
seconds contrary to an article posted on a news site. Despite the fact
that a large variety of studies have been conducted to understand
how fast and how scale information spreads in social media, we
observe that they have not yet been interested in the geographical
aspect. In this paper, we perform a geographical and temporal
analysis of Twitter trends spread between May and June 2017. We
introduce interesting patterns which deal with the paths taken by
information between countries. In addition, we observe relevant
results by taking into account the topic. Finally, we conclude and
give perspectives of research of this work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, social media have an important place in the propagation
of information. These platforms of exchange are used by several
millions of people in the world who post millions of messages
every single day. Information contained in messages can reach
millions of people at the same time in just a few seconds. In order to
quantify the impact of messages, several researchers were interested
in parameters which influence the information propagation. Indeed,
there is a lot of work in this field which has shown that the structure
of the user local network[8], the number of communities[22] to
which users are linked, the user position in the network[13], and the
user category[4] affect the information flow in terms of speed and
volume. Other studies have focused on the diffused message. In the
literature, we found a lot of researchers who argue that the message
polarity[11], the message topic[18] and the message content[19]
have also an influence on its diffusion.

Despite the fact that studies go deeper and deeper into under-
standing the factors that allow the quantification of the impact of
information in terms of volume and speed, the geographical dimen-
sion which is susceptible to influence the information propagation
is still little studied. It is an important parameter to take into ac-
count because a posted information can potentially impact people
according to its starting location. We argue that better knowledge
on this subject could help to propose models able to predict geo-
graphic location of people impacted by information. Such models
could be useful in marketing domain to target a specific audience. In
another field, by knowing the next paths taken by the information,
rumours could be attenuated or stopped in a specific geographical
location. For all these reasons, we found interesting and innovative
to study information propagation routes between countries.

In this paper, we perform a geographical and temporal analysis
of 2923 Twitter trends spread between May and June 2017. We
introduce interesting observations deal with the paths taken by
information between countries by taking into account the topic.
We argue that all these observations could be used for modelling
task.

The rest of the article is organised as follows: Section 2 presents
related works conducted on information diffusion and geographical
data analysis. Section 3 describes the proposed approach. Section 4
details the observations. Finally, section 5 concludes and presents
our future directions.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work is at the crossroads of two lines of research: studies of
diffusion information in social media, and geographical analysis of
social media data.

Information diffusion in social media: A wide variety of
studies have been conducted on social media to identify parame-
ters which influence the diffusion in terms of volume[24](i.e., how
much), speed[23](i.e., how fast). Some researchers have focused on
the user social network. For instance, Cheng et al.[5] note that the
local network structure of the original broadcaster has an impact
on the reach of information. In addition, De Meo et al.[7] remark
that weak ties increase the reach of the broadcast message. From
the point of view of propagation speed, Vega-Oliveros et al.[21] in-
dicate that individuals at the centre of the network have the ability
to spread information faster than others. Other works have focused
on the spread message to understand the diffusion process. For
instance, Naveed et al.[16] observe that negative messages spread
faster than positive ones. According to another observation point,
some researchers[11] note that a positive information spreads more
widely than neutral and negative ones. Other works have shown
that the message topic may influence the diffusion. Indeed, Son et
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al.[19] notice that social criticisms or problems against companies
spread faster than promotions or discounts. Myers et al.[15] re-
mark that messages about entertainment, business, or health have
a wider reach than those on art, education or work. Finally, sev-
eral studies[3, 20] note that characters or symbols occurring in the
message text (like URL, hashtag) may also have an impact on the
diffusion.

Geographical analysis of socialmedia data: Some researchers
[6] have proposed an approach to estimate a Twitter user’s city-
level location based purely on the content of the user’s tweets,
even in the absence of any other geo-spatial cues. In the same idea,
O’Connor et al. [9, 17] use the vocabulary variation of geotagged
tweets in their model to classify a tweet into a geographic region.
Other researchers[1] have worked on the Facebook network and
have introduced an algorithm to predict the physical location of a
user, given the known location of his friends. Another work[2] on
geo-spatial properties of YouTube videos have indicated the highly
local nature of video views. A study[14] close to our work have
shown that user close in spatial distance tend to be close in time
adoption of hashtags in Twitter. In another work [10], researchers
have studied the origins and pathways of Twitter trends in 63 main
US locations. However, to the best of our knowledge not any work
in this field has focused on the information propagation routes
between countries.

3 PROPOSED APPROACH
Our aim is to found interesting patterns which deal with the emer-
gence of a trend in a specific country. We argue that observations
on real data could be useful to propose realistic models to simulate
the appearance of trends in countries.

In a first step, we have collected every five minutes, the list of 50
Twitter trending topics for 62 countries thanks to the Twitter API
between May 29 2017 and June 15 2017. Based on the idea that once
is chance, twice is a coincidence, third time is a pattern, we have
selected trends which appear at least in the trend list of 4 countries
in a three-day interval. Our dataset contains 2923 trends which
match to this criterion.

In a second step, we have chronologically ordered the emergence
of trends in each country (see Figure 1). Then, we have classified
automatically trends according to their origin, i.e. the country or
countries where the trend appears first. In addition, we have shorted
manually trends according to the 8 following topics: people, games,
movies/tv, music, news, politics, sport, and technology. We have
added the category others for trends about other topics.

In a third step, we have extracted 3 parameters for each country
in a trend pathway: the adoption time, the infection time and the
impact radius. The first two concern the temporal dimension while
the third is related to the geographical aspect.

The adoption time is the elapsed time between the appearance
of a trend in the origin country or countries and the appearance of
this trend in a country in the trend path.

The infection time is the elapsed time between the first appear-
ance of the trend in the country list of trends and the moment she
disappears from the list.

 

 

Date Trend 1 Trend 4 … Trend 50 

05:50 01/06/2017 #GoogleDoodle #ActOnClimate  #CoderfactoryVR 
05:55 01/06/2017 #GoogleDoodle #Sense8  #CoderfactoryVR 
06:00 01/06/2017 #GoogleDoodle #Sense8  #CoderfactoryVR 

Date Trend 1 Trend 14 … Trend 50 
05:50 01/06/2017 #TrainCollision #BookExpo  Yaya  Toure 

05:55 01/06/2017 #TrainCollision #Sense8  Yaya  Toure 
06:00 01/06/2017 #TrainCollision #Sense8  Yaya  Toure 

Date Trend 1 Trend 2 … Trend 50 
05:10 01/06/2017 #WorldMilkDay #NBAFinals  #chapter25 
05:15 01/06/2017 #Sense8 #WorldMilkDay  #chapter25 
05:20 01/06/2017 #Sense8 #WorldMilkDay  #chapter25 

Date Trend 1 Trend 8 … Trend 50 
06:40 01/06/2017 #climatechange Orient  Express  Gal  Gadot 
06:45 01/06/2017 #climatechange #Sense8  Gal  Gadot 

06:50 01/06/2017 #climatechange #Sense8  Gal  Gadot 

Date Trend 1 Trend 2 … Trend 50 
07:00 01/06/2017 #ParisAccord Griezmann  Mbappe 
07:05 01/06/2017 #ParisAccord #Sense8  Mbappe 
07:10 01/06/2017 #ParisAccord #Sense8  Mbappe 
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Figure 1: Methodology of trends extraction.

The impact radius is the geographic distance between the capital
of the country at the origin of the trend and the capital of a country
in the trend path.

4 OBSERVATIONS
Firstly, we observed the data distribution according the trend topic
and the trend origin country.We remarked that Vietnam, the United
States, Belarus and the United Kingdom are at the origin of half of
the trends. In addition, we noticed sport seem an important Twitter
trending topic.

Secondly, we observed the length of trends path, in other words,
the number of countries impacted in function of the origin of the
trend and according to the topic. For instance, we remark that
trends related to technology seem impacted more countries than
other topics (see Figure 3). Moreover, we notice that the number of
countries affected by a trend seem influenced by the trend origin
country (see Figure 2). Thus, the length of trends path varies both
according to the topic and the origin of the trend. Therefore, these
two parameters should be taken into account in models. In addition,
we noticed that some countries never adopt first trends on a specific
subject. For instance, we remarked that only 40% of countries are
at the origin of trends about people (see Figure 4).

Then, we were interested in the temporal aspect of the data. We
observed the adoption time and the infection time for according
to the topic. We remark that the adoption time is different accord-
ing to the topic. For instance, we note that the adoption time is
less important for trends linked with games than other topics (see
Figure 5). By observing the infection time, we notice that there
are variations according to the topic. In addition, we see that the
infection time of countries at the origin of the trend is greater than
other countries in the trend path for some topic like people, movies,
politics and sport (see Figure 6). Thus, the adoption time and the
infection time are also two parameters which should be integrated
in models.

Next, we observed the evolution of the radius impact accord-
ing the topic. We remark that this parameter also varies according
to the topic (see Figure 7). Although we do not present the ob-
servations of the adoption time, the infection time and the radius
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Figure 2: Median path length of trends according to the ori-
gin country (number of trends > 1%).
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Figure 3: Median and average path length of trends accord-
ing to the topic.
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Figure 4: Percent of countries which adopt first a trend ac-
cording to the topic.

impact according to the origin of the trend, we remark the value
of these parameters is dependent on the origin country. Therefore,
the adoption time, the infection time and the radius impact should
be considered for modelling task.

Finally, we were interested in the path taken by the informa-
tion. We have used Apriori and Fournier algorithms found in the
SPMF tool[12] in order to discover frequent itemsets and sequen-
tial pattern. We did several experiments on the data. We present
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Figure 5: Median adoption time according to the topic.
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Figure 6: Median infection time according to the topic.
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Figure 7: Median radius impact according to the topic.

here, observations for trends appear in Vietnam, the United State,
Belarus and the United Kingdom with the minimum support set
to 40%, without take into consideration the topic. We remark that
often some countries: Belarus, Latvia, Puerto Rico, US and Vietnam
are often impacted together no matter the subject and the place of
origin of the trend (see Table 1).

Then, we extracted sequential patterns on these countries. We
introduce here the results obtained by set the minimum support
to 20%. We observe that there are temporal sequences in adoption
of trends (see Table 2), in other words there are frequent paths of
trends apparition between countries.

5 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first study in the field
of the information propagation in social media between countries.



Table 1: Itemsets with support min ≥ 40%.

Origin of the trend Itemsets
Belarus {Belarus,Latvia,Vietnam} 55%

{Belarus,Puerto Rico,Vietnam} 65%
{Belarus,US,Vietnam} 48%

United Kingdom {Belarus,Puerto Rico,UK} 47%
(UK) {Belarus,Puerto Rico,Vietnam} 47%

{Belarus,Vietnam,UK} 84%
{Puerto Rico,UK,Vietnam} 56%
{Belarus,Puerto Rico,UK,Vietnam} 47%

United States {Belarus,Latvia,US} 44%
(US) {Belarus,Latvia,Vietnam} 44%

{Belarus,Puerto Rico,US} 49%
{Belarus,Puerto Rico,Vietnam} 49%
{Belarus,US,Vietnam} 85%
{Latvia,US,Vietnam} 46%
{Puerto Rico,US,Vietnam} 58%
{Belarus,Latvia,US,Vietnam} 43%
{Belarus,Puerto Rico,US,Vietnam} 49%

Vietnam {Belarus,Latvia,Vietnam} 46%
{Belarus,Puerto Rico,Vietnam} 53%
{Belarus,US,Vietnam} 46%

Table 2: Sequences with support min ≥ 20%.

Origin of the trend Sequences
Belarus T0: Belarus Latvia 23%

T0: Belarus T1: Vietnam 29%
T0: Belarus Puerto Rico Vietnam 31%
T0: Belarus Vietnam 67%

United Kingdom T0: UK T1: Belarus 29%
(UK) T0: UK T2: Belarus 25%

T0: UK T1: Vietnam T2: Belarus 20%
T0: UK T1: Vietnam 53%

United States T0: US T1: Belarus 30%
(US) T0: US T2: Belarus 22%

T0: US T1: Vietnam 48%
T0: US Vietnam 38%

Vietnam T0: Vietnam Puerto Rico 29%
T0: Vietnam US 26%
T0: Vietnam T1: Belarus 31%

In this paper, we have addressed the diffusion of information be-
tween countries. Our contributions can be summarised as follows.

(1) We have proposed an approach to extract a path adoption
between countries related to a trending topic on Twitter.

(2) A first study has allowed to observe that the path adoption
length of a trend varies according to the topic and the origin
of the trend. Moreover, we have seen that some countries
never adopt first trends on a specific subject.

(3) In a second step, we have noticed that the infection time,
the adoption time, and the radius impact of trend varies
according to the topic and the origin of the trend. In addition,
we have remarked that countries which adopt a trend first
seem to have a greater infection time than others on some
topics.

(4) Thirdly, we have noted that some countries are often im-
pacted together no matter the subject and the place of origin
of the trend. Furthermore, we have observed that there are
frequent sequences temporal in the adoption of a trend by
countries.

In a forthcoming study, we plan to propose a model which takes
into account the topic of the trend, the place of origin of the trend,
the adoption time, the infection time and the radius impact in order

to predict the countries impacted by the trend and the order of
adoption.
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